Senior Engineer Product Engineering

At a glance

Job description

Location:
Job ID:

335084

In your new role you will:

Start date:

as soon as possible

Responsible for testing product related sustaining and improvement to achieve
setting KPI. New product/new test technology introduction. Program control and
optimization for released products.
Responsible for handling abnormal lot (e.g: AYR, QRA, Low yield...),responsible
for work with BU/FE by Joint-MRB for unknown case.
Responsible for new product/ new test technology introduction and release to
production.

Entry level: 5+ years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Responsible for program control and optimization for released products.
Testing product related document review and update and training to production.
Support QM with product-related FAR analysis and fault analysis &simulation,
support execution of 8D (root-cause finding, containment and permanent
actions.).

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
Masters/Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering (Electrical / Electronics
/Microelectronics / Mechatronics / Semiconductor Technology).
Minimum 5 years’ working experience in semiconductor testing product
engineering.
Product know-how for related products.
Experience to use tools for data extraction and analysis
Experience to use lab equipment (e.g. curve tracer, oscilloscope, etc) and
waveform scoping technique.
Statistical data analysis, analytical and problem solving skills.
Good communication skill in both Chinese & English.

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
We make life easier, safer and greener – with technology that achieves more, consumes
less and is accessible to everyone. Microelectronics from Infineon is the key to a better
future. Efficient use of energy, environmentally-friendly mobility and security in a
connected world – we solve some of the most critical challenges that our society faces

Job ID:

335084

www.infineon.com/jobs

connected world – we solve some of the most critical challenges that our society faces
while taking a conscientious approach to the use of natural resources.

